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Summary
▪ Generally, the quantum approach to cognitive neurosciences has its background in the obvious evidence that
it is possible to find in quantum entanglement the physical basis of consciousness. The distinction between
the two main quantum approaches to cognitive neurosciences – Penrose’s and Freeman’s one – depends
primarily on the ontological role that we want to attribute to consciousness.
▪ According to Penrose, the conscious intelligent act is related with an information gain that makes not
algorithmic and then unpredictable the human intelligence act. The quantum candidate for this information
gain is the Schrödinger wave function decoherence by which the system choose one of the possible states at
the macroscopic level (wave function reduction).
▪ Connection with Hameroff hypothesis that the quantum physics of neuron microtubules, as well as the
quantum entanglement between two microtubules quantum states the candidates for implementing a neural
qubit for brain quantum computations.
▪ The alternative quantum interpretation of brain dynamics is by Freeman and Vitiello based on QFT and the
evidence that brain is a dissipative system.
▪ According to this interpretation, subject of the intentional acts is the person non her consciousness.
▪ This is consistent with the interpretation of the extended mind as including the person and her environment
both physical and social.
▪ Refs.: 14. 6. 8. 12.
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Ontology

Formal Ontologies Scheme
Nominalism
Conceptualism
Logical
Realism

Atomistic
Natural
Relational
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The Historical and Common
Sense Background of the
Problem
Three Main Theories of Mind and the Birth of Cognitive Science
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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Three anthropologies
▪ Dualistic: soul separated from the body (Plato, Descartes,…)
▪ Monistic: soul is the body (Democritus, Hume,…)
▪ Dual: soul as form ordering matter into a body (Aristotle, Aquinas,…)
▪ Soul as immaterial component of a living body, i.e., form, organizing at different levels
(proteins, cells, tissues, organs…) the parts into the unity (wholeness) of a body in
relationship with its environment.
▪  Human person is more than a biological individuum
▪ It is a psycho-physical-unity-in-community
▪ Who is able to transcend and control her community constraints, so to be the free
subject of her own actions
▪ Therefore the human person is ultimately constituted by a transcendent relationship with
the Absolute, of which she becomes aware in the religious experience, and that is the
ultimate foundation of the equal and inalienable dignity of each human person
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The power of formal ordering without exerting
any action
• The mistake of
dualism:
confusing the
formal causality
with an acting
causality.
• The mistake of
monism: ignoring
the causal role of
matter ordering.

+

+
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Common sense evidences for duality matterform
▪

Continuity of an organism in time related to persistence of
dynamic information patterns in time (we change all the matter
of our bodies at least twice every year and even we remain
ourselves).

▪

Human life and consciousness is related to information and
not only to energy exchanges, with a cultural (human)
environment.

▪

 A human “does not live of only bread”, but of information
exchange too (think at child development since the womb, at
the psychical maintenance of elderlies, at the awakening out of
coma, etc…

▪

 “Mind contains the body” at the interface with the
environment, and it is not located inside it…
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Refusal of a dual ontology of nature in modern
science and philosophy
▪ Birth of moden science on mechanistic basis (Newtonian mechanics)  refusal of
the dual ontology of nature.
▪  False dichotomy monism-dualism in modern anthropology with the dualistic
vision incompatible with the scientific vision of humans and reality.
▪  Modern age as the age of the two cultures and the age of the ideologies
▪  Banishment of the dual personalist vision into the hortus conclusus of the
humanism.
▪ Recovering of a dual vision in biology by the informational approach in biological
and neural sciences and more recently by the information interpretation of
quantum physics  problem of the physical foundation of the notion and
measure of information in fundamental pjysics as distinguished from the notion
and measure of information in communication engineering.
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Dual theory as person-body relationship theory
▪ Person as subject-in-relationship exchanging with its environment energy
and information.
▪ Saying that mind (dualism) or brain (monism) are thinking or deciding is like
saying that the hammer and not the sculptor is the author of the statue (Aquinas).
▪ It is the person as subject-in-relationship who is thinking and deciding through
the control exerted via CNS on the whole body
▪ (Basti 1995; 2003; 2009; 2011; Basti & Perrone 1999; 2001; 2002; Clark 1999;
2008; Freeman 2001; 2008; 2010; Nunes & Freeman 1999; Kozma & Freeman
2009; Kozma 2010; Metzinger & Gallese, 2003; Gallese 2006; Rizzolatti &
Sinigaglia 2006; Gallese 2006; Gallese & Sinigaglia, 2010).
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The AI research program and the birth of the
cognitive sciences and neurosciences
▪ In the famous Dartmouth Conference (1956) started officially the AI research program based
on the Turing test (1954) and the consequent “AI dogma”: if a UTM is able to imitate
successfully a human intelligent task, there exists some essential isomorphism between the
program running in the computer and in the brain  metaphor of mind as “software” of the brain
“wetware” (Putnam 1960).
▪  New scientific disciplines of the cognitive sciences and neurosciences characterized by a
non-reductionist approach to the mind study.
▪ Objective correlate of a subjective mind state is not only a neurophisiological state/function
(behaviorism) but the information processing performed by such a brain function.
▪ Double problem at issue:
1. Which type of information is managed in brains  problem of the physical foundation of the notion and
measure of information in dissipative systems, and of its relationship with Shannon’s notion and
measure of information of the communication engineering (the famous “bit”).
2. Evident inadequacy of the “Turing Machine” paradigm in cognitive neuroscience.
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The cognitive neuroscience triangle
I/We talk of conscious
state report
Intensional Logic

O-Talk2 informational account
 Ext/Int Logics

www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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A paradigm shift in
physics
All physical systems are open systems in a dynamic universe and the form emergence
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Physics beyond the Standard Model (SM): Nobel
Prize in Physics 2015
▪ Th. Kuhn who coined the fortunate expression “paradigm shift” said that the
“scientific community” has to decree this shift every time it happens in the history
of science.
▪ Therefore, if we agree in recognizing to the Stockholm Royal Academy of Science
the honor and the duty of representing the scientific community at its higher
levels, it decreed by awarding the two last Nobel Prizes in Physics that we are
living one of these turns characterizing the history of modern science.
▪ In the official conference press for announcing to the world that the 2015 Nobel
Prize in Physics was awarded to the physicists T. Kajita and A. B. McDonald for
their observational discovery of the neutrino mass, the Academy stated that “the
new observations had clearly showed that the Standard Model cannot be the
complete theory of the fundamental constituents of the universe”.

www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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Topological representation of phase transitions in
condensed matter (QFT): Nobel Prize in Physics 2016
▪ “The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize
in Physics 2016 with one half to David J. Thouless (University of Washington,
Seattle, WA, USA), and the other half to F. Duncan M. Haldane (Princeton
University, NJ, USA) and J. Michael Kosterlitz (Brown University, Providence,
RI, USA), for theoretical discoveries of topological phase transitions and
topological phases of matter”.
▪ “(…) We now know of many topological phases, not only in thin layers and
threads, but also in ordinary three-dimensional materials. Over the last
decade, this area has boosted frontline research in condensed matter
physics, not least because of the hope that topological materials could be used
in new generations of electronics and superconductors, or in future quantum
computers”.
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The SM and its mechanistic background
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Unsolved problems of SM: it explains <5% of matter
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From a mechanistic to a dynamic view of the
universe
▪ The main character of the “physics beyond the Standard Model” is, indeed, that it
is no longer possible to consider quantum systems as isolated systems,
because of the presence of the irreducible fluctuations of the quantum vacuum
(QV) in their background.
▪ In other terms, both fermions and gauge bosons, and not only the gauge
bosons like it is in SM, have to be conceived as quanta of the relative force
fields.
▪ In this way, the neutrino oscillations studied by Kajita and McDonald are as
many phase transitions of the very same “neutrino field”.
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QFT as a «Thermal Field Theory»
▪ This anti-mechanistic interpretation of all quantum particles as quanta of the relative force fields
is the core of the so called “thermal quantum field theory (QFT)”, as far as irreducible to quantum
mechanics (QM), and to the quantum thermodynamics interpreted in the framework of the
statistical mechanics.
▪ I.e., the QFT interpreted as a thermal field dynamics (TFD), starting from the pioneering work of
S. Umezawa, that makes of the quantum vacuum (QV) the inner energy reservoir of all
physical systems in (all) the universe(s).
▪ The notion of QV is indeed the only possible explanation at the fundamental physical level of
the III Principle of Thermodynamics (“The entropy of a system approaches a constant value as
the temperature approaches zero”).
▪ Indeed, the Nobel Laureate Walter Nernst, first discovered that for a given mole of matter
(namely an ensemble of an Avogadro number of atoms or molecules), for temperatures close to
the absolute 0, T0, the variation of entropy S would become infinite (by dividing by 0).
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The notion of QV
▪ Nernst demonstrated that for avoiding this catastrophe we have to suppose that the
molar heat capacity C is not constant at all, but vanishes, in the limit T → 0, so
to make S finite, as it has to be.
▪  Near the absolute 0°K, there is a mismatch between the variation of the body
content of energy, and the supply of energy from the outside. We can avoid such a
paradox, only by supposing that such a mysterious inner supplier of energy is the
vacuum. This implies:
1.

The absolute 0°K is unreachable.

2.

There is a unavoidable fluctuation of the constituents of matter, at every level of matter
organization.

3.

Ontologically, no physical body is isolated in the mechanical vacuum.

▪ “The vacuum becomes a bridge that connects all objects among them. No isolated body can
exist, and the fundamental physical actor is no longer the atom, but the field, namely the
atom space distributions variable with time. Atoms become the “quanta” of this matter field, in
the same way as the photons are the quanta of the electromagnetic field” (Del Giudice).
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The cosmological principle of the infinitely many
SSB’s of the QV
▪ In the QV each field can oscillate in whichever direction  symmetry condition of
the QV. For the same reason there are infinitely many possibilities that two or
more fields can oscillate in phase (= “resonating”) so to break locally the QV
symmetry and generating a phase coherent domain, at the same time freeing
some energy (= “producing a resonant peak”) from the QV bounded energy
reservoir  splitting locally the QV in the pair system-thermal bath.
▪ Cosmological principle of the infinitely many spontaneous symmetry
breakdowns (SSB) of the QV at its ground state (that is not an equilibrium state:
the temperature of the QV is >0°K)  they are very stable  foliation of the QV
as a powerful dynamic means of construction (and of memory in brain) of ever
more complex dynamic structures.
▪ The fog of the notion of “complexity” has finally starting to lift in
fundamental physics!
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The SSB principle is the outcome of Goldstone
theorem
▪ Each physical system, as far as at the fundamental level, it is an open system
from its inside is the outcome of several SSB’s and of the consequent QV
foliation.
▪ At the same time it is evident that the Goldstone theorem is a direct derivation of
the fact that the QV is the universal reservoir of bounded energy and hence with a
temperature >0°K  a derivation of the III Principle of Thermodynamics.
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The Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB): quantum
of «form» and not of «energy»
▪ On the other side, each SSB corresponds to a coherent mode of oscillating in phase – a sort
of resonance phenomenon – of some of the force fields constituting the QV.
▪ Each SSB then “breaks” the QV symmetry i.e. the fact that all the fields can oscillate at the
ground state, in whichever mode, so that the entropy is maximal, and no free-energy is
available as the II Principle requires. On the other hand, this means that infinitely many SSB’s
– i.e. of coherent field oscillation modes – there exist potentially in the QV.
▪ Each SSB corresponds then to the emergence of one of this infinitely many coherent modes of
oscillating in phase of the force fields and of the quanta relative to this coherent modes.
▪ They are necessarily appearing in the equations, and experimentally observed and
measured, and are named Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGB).
▪ They are, however, a new type of bosons. Indeed, despite they follow the same statistic
distribution of the gauge bosons of the 4 fundamental forces, nevertheless they are not quanta
mediators of a new interaction force field. They are quanta of long range correlations
(entanglements) among force fields.

www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The strange properties of NGB’s
▪ In other terms, NGB’s do not mediate any energy exchange, but they are
quanta of the phase coherent modes of whichever force field, by which
whichever matter (energy-mass) exchange might occur.
▪ Roughly, speaking, NGB’s are not quanta of “energy (matter)”, but quanta of
“form”, and for this strange nature are defined “quasi-particles” in literature.
▪ Indeed, they vanish without residuals, and without violating the I Principle
of Thermodynamics (energy balance), when the dynamic system they are
“ordering” is destroyed.
▪ For instance, in a crystal, the NGB are named phonons, because relative to the
coherent (periodic) modes of mechanical vibration of molecules, and they
disappear, as soon as the crystal structure is destroyed, e.g., for a diamond at a
temperature over 4000°C.

www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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Different types of NGB’s in condensed matter
physics
▪ NGB’s take, therefore, different names according to the different force fields of which they “control” the
possible coherent modes of stable interaction.
▪ So, NGB’s are named in the solid state physics (mechanics), phonons. They determine, indeed, the breaking
of the Galileian spherical symmetry in the propagation of the vibrational motion of molecules, according to
which they propagate casually in whichever direction.
▪ The breaking of such a symmetry determine, either its longitudinal propagation, corresponding
macroscopically to the liquid state of the collective behavior of the moles of some substance. (e.g., liquid
water).
▪ Or the longitudinal and transverse propagation, corresponding to the solid state (e.g., ice). In the case of
a rigid crystalline lattice of oscillating atoms/molecules, their coherent oscillation modes determine the
regular distribution of the particles in the lattice of a crystal, so to determine, for instance, the regular
geometric structure of an ice crystal.
▪ This exemplifies at best the paradigm shift from a Pythagorean-Platonic physical ontology, where
dynamics is an after-effect of geometry, effectively of kinematics, like in the Galileian-Newtonian
paradigm, to the Aristotelian one of QFT, where the opposite is true,
▪ That is where “forms” are all educed from the prote dynamis of a dynamic substratum of “matter”, like as
many SSB’s (phase coherence domains) in the QV
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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Other NGB examples in condensed matter
physics
▪ In the case of magnets, the NGB are named magnons, because the symmetry they
break is the rotational symmetry of the electromagnetic field, so that the
magnetization points into a specific direction, and, macroscopically, the metal
acquires magnetic properties.
▪ To sum up, in all these systems the emerging properties related to the respective
order parameters, are neither the properties of the elementary constituents, nor their
“summation”, but new properties depending on the modes in which they are
organized, and hence on the ordering controlling their interactions.
▪ In this way, at each new macroscopic structure, such a crystal, a magnet or a laser,
corresponds a new function (predicate), the crystal function, the magnet
function, the laser function, etc.
▪ In the Aristotelian ontology they are as many natural forms educed by matter (QV).

www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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NGB’s in living matter
▪ In the organic matter and in water, in which only the biological molecules are
active (this is the deep reason for which > 80% of our bodies is made of water,
and the >90% of our molecules are of water), the complex structures of the biomolecules, and the ordered sequences of chemical reactions constituting
each single biological function (fine tuning) are ultimately derived, at the
fundamental level, by the NGB’s named here polarons.
▪ Indeed, what characterizes both these molecules, of water and organic, is a
strong electrical dipole field. In such a way specific molecules can recognize
each other even if distant and through a moltitude of other oscillating molecules
(Frölich, 1968) (Popp & Yan, 2002)  QFT coherence domains.
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Therefore…
▪ “The living matter can be
considered as a set of
electric dipoles, whose
rotational symmetry
(=equivalence of all
directions: quantum vacuum)
has been broken» ( (Vitiello
G. , 2010), p. 16. For the
algebraic formalism, see.
(Celeghini, Rasetti, & Vitiello,
1992; Vitiello G. , 1992; Del
Giudice & Vitiello, 2006)
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QM vs QFT explanation of particle-wave duality
▪ Therefore, in QFT an uncertainty relation holds, similar to the Heisenberg uncertainty, but it
is not relating two different representations, particle-like, versus wave-like, as it is in the
QM particle-wave duality, related with Schrödinger’s statistical wave function, namely:
xp  
2
▪ Where, x is the particle position and p is the particle momentum and  is the Planck constant.

▪ In QFT the particle-wave duality relates dynamic states (phases), that is, it is relating the
uncertainty on the number of the field quanta, with the uncertainty on the field phase,
namely:
 n      
▪ Where n is the number of quanta of the force field, and  is the field phase. If (n = 0),  is
undefined (= no phase coherence), so that it makes sense to neglect the waveform aspect in favor of
the individual, particle-like behavior. On the contrary if ( = 0), n is undefined because an extremely
high number of quanta are oscillating together according to a well-defined phase, i.e., within a given
phase coherence domain. In this way, it would be nonsensical to describe the phenomenon in terms
of individual particle behavior, since the collective modes of the force field prevail.
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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A dynamic explanation of quantum
entanglement
▪ Finally, a further fundamental difference between QM and QFT. The Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle characterizing quantum system holds exclusively at the
microphysical (atomic and sub-atomic) level.
▪ However, because QFT, differently from QM can work on phase transitions in
quantum physics, the notion of phase coherence domains, as far as based on the
presence of long distance correlations among quantum fields, instantaneously
propagating by phase velocity vP. Indeed in the quantum relativistic realm:

E  mc 2 c 2
vP  

p  mv
v
▪ implies an intrinsic change of scale. In this way, in condensed matter physics,
biology and neurosciences included, we are faced with macroscopic phenomena
having however their proper explanation at the quantum microscopic level.
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A topological explanation of quantum field
entanglement
▪ Topological spaces are spaces in
which only continuous transformations
(e.g., stretching, torsion, twisting, etc.)
but no ripping are allowed, so that
only stepwise changes of properties
are possible that however suddenly
concern all the objects defined on it.
▪ Intuitively, think for instance at the
curvature of a flatten space
changing simultaneously all the angles
of the geometrical figures described
on it, without the necessity of sending
any signal among them  quantum
entanglement in phase coherences
and in phase transitions where new
collective behaviors emerge
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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A first ontological balance of this paradigm shift
▪ QFT ontology of nature appears to be compatible with Aristotelian ontology of nature, where
no mechanical vacuum exists, as much as QM and Newtonian ontology of nature are compatible
with the atomistic Democritean ontology of nature. Four contact points at the moment are
significant:
1.

The notion of QV as dynamic material substratum of everything, and the notion of primary
matter as prote dynamis, «primary dynamism»

2.

The notion of SSB and of phase coherence domain in the QV, and the eduction of the
natural forms from matter;

3.

The ontological duality NG bosons condensate vs gauge bosons codensate, and the
ontological duality form-matter (energy);

4.

The distinction field-quanta / field-phase and the distinction elementary individuality /
composed individuality (i.e., substantiality) with the possibility of a stratified composition by
the «QV foliation». I.e., following the analogy of the resonance, from the note, to the accord, to
the melody, to the symphony…
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A paradigm shift in
cognitive neuroscience
The physical basis of intentional consciousness
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“The Dynamic Brain”: from the single neuron to
the notion of neural field dynamics
▪ In a parallel way with the development of QFT in fundamental physics in neuroscience we passed during the last ten
years to a dynamic vision of the brain synthesized in the title of a famous paper of (Friston et al., 2008):
▪ “The Dynamic Brain: From Spiking Neurons to Neural Masses and Cortical Fields”
▪ This change of perspective is also depending on the availability of new instruments such as fMRI, advanced EEG,
ECoG, and MEG. In this way,
▪ “Macroscopic models can inform us about whole brain dynamics and interactions between large-scale neural systems
such as cortical regions, the thalamus, and brain stem.”

▪ Generally, however, the mathematical tools that neurologists apply for modeling brain dynamics are those from the
classical statistical mechanics (e.g., the “mean-field theory”) and then of QM like for instance Penrose & Hameroff.
▪ The main criticism to such a quantum approach is that that quantum states in the brain would lose coherency before
they reached a spatial or temporal scale where they could be useful for neural processing (Tegmark).
▪ In fact, the “coherency” of QM is not the coherency of a dynamic force field of thermal QFT whose stability depends on
an energy balance with the thermal bath, but the coherence of a Schroedinger wave function, that is of a statistical,
representational, abstract entity

▪ It is the visionary approach of W. Friemann and of his group that, during the last ten years, for the first time,
applied the thermal QFT modeling to neural data, obtaining amazing results that are progressively understood.
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The physical basis of intentionality and the longterm memory (“deep-beliefs”) issue
▪ As Perrone and myself emphasized in several papers on the physical basis of intentionality
(Basti & Perrone, 1995; Basti & Perrone, 2001; Basti & Perrone, 2002; Basti, 2009), only the
long-range correlations, which propagate in real-time along wide areas of the brain, and
manifest themselves as aperiodic “chaotic” oscillations, can offer a valid macroscopic
dynamical basis of an intentional act, always involving the simultaneous interaction among
emotional, sensory and motor components, located in very far areas of the brain.
▪ Such a coordination, that constitutes also the dynamic “texture” of long-term memory
phenomena, cannot be explained in terms of the usual axon-synaptic networking, too slow
and too limited in space and time, for giving a suitable explanation of this requirement.
▪ Now, another of the great successes of thermal QFT is the demonstration that the chaotic
trajectories in the phase space of dynamic systems, brain included, are nothing but the
trajectory a QFT system follows for passing from one phase to another one.
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Brain as a thermal QFT system
▪ On the other hand, my friend Walter J. Freeman and his collaborators, during
more than forty years of experimental research by the Neurophysiology Lab at
the Dept. of Molecular and Cell Biology of the University of California at
Berkeley, not only shared our same theoretical convictions about chaos,
but observed, measured and modelled this type of dynamic phenomena
in mammalian and human brains during intentional behaviours.
▪ The huge amount of such an experimental evidence found, during the last ten
years, its proper physical-mathematical modelling in the QFT
interpretation of biological condensed matter dynamics of Vitiello and his
collaborators, applied to neural field many body dynamics, so to justify the
publication during the last years of several joint papers on these topics (see,
for a synthesis, (Freeman & Vitiello, 2006; Freeman & Vitiello, 2008)).
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Brain as a QFT dissipative system
▪ To sum up (Vitiello G., 2009), Freeman and his group used several advanced brain imaging techniques such
as multi-electrode EEG, electro-corticograms (ECoG), and magneto-encephalogram (MEG) for studying what
neurophysiologists generally consider as the background activity of the brain, often filtering it as “noise” with
respect to the usual axon-synaptic activity of neurons, they are exclusively interested in.
▪ By studying these data with computational tools of signal analysis to which physicists, differently from
neurophysiologists, are acquainted, they discovered the massive presence of patterns of AM/FM phaselocked oscillations. They are intermittently present in resting and/or awake subjects, as well as in the same
subject actively engaged in cognitive tasks, requiring interaction with the environment.
▪ In this way, we can describe them as features of the background activity of brains, modulated in amplitude
and/or in frequency by the “active engagement” of a brain with its surround. These “wave packets” extend
over coherence domains covering much of the hemisphere in rabbits and cats (Freeman W. J., 2004a;
2004b; 2005; 2006), and regions of linear size of about 19 cm in human cortex (Freeman, Burke, Holmes, &
Vanhatalo, 2003), with near zero phase-dispersion (Freeman , Ga'al, & Jornten, 2003). Synchronized
oscillations of large scale neuron arrays in the β and γ ranges are observed by MEG imaging in the resting
state and in the motor-task related states of the human brain (Freeman & Rogers, 2003).
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Dynamic neural fields of intentional behavior

(Left). Schematic representation of human cortex (top) and limbic system (down). (Right: left).
Evidence of the intentional behavior of olfactory bulb: the same olfactory stimulus induces a
modulation in amplitude (top) when the cat is hungry, and no modulation when it is full; (Right:
right). Dynamic attractors (closed curves: coherent states) in the overall unstable brain field
dynamics related with intentional pattern recognition. Their occurrency is of the order of 10-1sec.!
www.irafs.org - basti@pul.va
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The quantum entanglement system-thermal bath in QFT
and the principle of doubling of their degrees of freedom
(DDF): the physical basis of intentional realism
▪ The “thermal bath” is not simply the “environment” for an open system but the dynamic
components of the environment with which it is entangled within one phase coherence
domain, so that an energy exchange can occur with these components, just as in a
resonance phenomenon.  Principle of the “doubling” or “mirroring” (because of the
inversion of the energy arrow direction) of the degrees of freedom system/thermal bath
(=DDF).
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QFT solution of the long-term memory problem
in the brain via the DDF principle
1.

In a brain intended as a dissipative (non-equilibrium) quantum system, there
are (in principle) infinitely many quantum vacuum’s (ground or zero-energy)
states, on each of which a whole set of non-zero energy states (or “state
space” or “representation states”) can be built (= infinite memory capacity).

2.

Each input triggers one possible irreversible time-evolution of the system, by
inducing a “symmetry breakdown” in one quantum vacuum, i.e., by inducing in
it an ordered state, a coherent behavior, effectively “freezing” some possible
degrees of freedom of the constituting elements behaviors (e.g., by “constraining”
them to oscillate on a given frequency). At the same time, the input “labels”
dynamically the induced coherent state, as an “unitary non-equivalent state” of
the system dynamics. In fact, such a coherent state persists in time as a ground
state (polarons are not energetic bosons, are Goldstone bosons) so to
constitute a specific “long-term” memory state for such a specific coupling
between the brain dynamics and its environment.
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Continuing…
3. At this point emerges the DDF principle as a both physical and mathematical
necessity of such a brain model. Physical, because a dissipative system,
even though in non-equilibrium, must anyway satisfy the energy balance.
Mathematical, because the 0 energy balance requires a “doubling of the
system degrees of freedom”.
The doubled degrees of freedom, say A* (the star quanta, where the non-star
quanta A denote the brain degrees of freedom), thus represent the environment
to which the brain state is coupled.
The environment (state) is thus represented as the “time-reversed double” of
the brain (state) on which it is impinging. The environment is hence
“modeled on the brain”, but according to the finite set of degrees of
freedom the environment itself elicited in the brain.
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The coalgebraic formalism of thermal QFT
▪ The DDF requires a coalgebraic modelling of thermal QFT systems.
▪ Mathematically, a coalgebra A  A x A is the dual (for the reversal of the arrows) of an
algebra A x A  A. Now, in the mathematics of quantum physics a particular algebraic
structure is always present. The Hopf algebra that is effectively a bialgebra because
composed by an algebra and a coalgebra perfectly symmetric as to each other, because
linked by a vectorial mapping (or antipode) sending counits and coproducts (coalgebra) onto
units and products (algebra), and because both products and coproducts are commutative 
= self-dual.
▪  q breaks the symmetry of bialgebra  different values of q different
phase coherences in the QV  q is the parameter of the universe
evolution.
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The non-commutative coalgebras of thermal
QFT
▪ For instance, when we have to calculate in QM the energy of a particle, we use the algebraic
half, when we have to calculate the total energy of two particles we use the coalgebraic half
(coproducts are effectively sense).
▪ Now in QM it makes sense that the coproducts are commutative for particle exchange: they are
indistinguishable in a quantum state!
▪ On the contrary, when we have to calculate the total energy of a dissipative system, a coproduct
cannot commute: it represents the energy of a system state and of its entangled thermal bath
state. In such a way, the symmetry of a Hopf bialgebra is broken by “a deformation thermal
parameter q”. We have thus to do with q-deformed Hopf Algebra-Coalgbera.
▪ On the other hand, the DDF principle requires anyway that the “mirroring” coalgebra –algebra
occurs with the reversal of the arrows, this time related with the reversal of the energy arrows of
a thermodynamic balance, by a mapping related to the “contravariant” (with reversal of the
arrows) application of the Bogoliubov transform that appears in thermal QFT in any phase
transition (or “creation/annihilation” of particles) in QFT.
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The coalgebraic calculus of dissipative brains
▪ What is amazing is that, simultaneously to development of this QFT formalism by Vitiello,
Freeman and their groups, computer scientists developed independently a coalgebraic
calculus for solving in computer science the problem of the “deep learning” in calculating
over infinite streams of data – i.e., how to readapt the representation space of the system
over the unpredictable and ever changing correlations of a data stream.
▪ In logic, any propositional and predicate calculus can be translated into a numerical Boolean
calculus. Now, if we think at the semantics of a material implication if…then (p É q) (e.g., “if
horse then mammalian”) it is made locally true by the reversal of the connective between
the respective sets (P Ì Q: “mammalians include horses”). Then a coalgebra that is dual to a
Boolean algebra can constitute its semantics, and, for solving the problem of learning, it is
sufficient a “homomorphic (bijective) contravariant mapping” that sends the structure of the
coalgebra (reality) over the algebra (language) representing it, so to make them dually
equivalent. Exactly what a dissipative brain does - and a QFT computer too (Abramsky
1988; 2013; Basti, Capolupo, Vitiello, 2017). In symbols:



mammmalian
horse
mammalian
n|n ( n  m )  horse




   
Algebra(*)
Bounded Morphism
Co-Algebra( )
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And consciousness? Doesn’t matter
▪ It is evident that this new class of computer systems – that must necessarily be
quantum systems – does not perform computations based on Turing
Universality because they do not play at any imitation game with human
conscious thought.
▪ On the contrary, they compute on the basis of the Universal Coalgebra as
general theory of systems (Rutten 2000) and as dual to Universal Algebra.
▪ Philosophically, they satisfy at Peirce’s semiotics who first stated that, criticizing
Schroeder’s algebra of logic, for having a semantics it is not necessary a
consciousness, as Husserl independently affirmed criticizing the same book, but
a suitable algebra of relations – essentially triadic, not dyadic as Schroeder’s
one.
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«My doubling unveiled» (Vitiello)
▪ Thermal QFT can give therefore an essential contribution to the cognitive neuroscience,
about the physical basis of the intentional knowledge, without any foolish and unuseful
(logic and local truth do not depend on any consciousness (evidence)) pretension of
“naturalizing consciousness” because irrelevant as to the problem of truth foundation.
▪ In a word, and following essentially Aquinas (cognitio effectus quidem veritatis: De Ver. I,1), a
statement is evident because true - and not true because evident (Descartes, Newton, Kant,
Husserl)
▪ In synthesis:
1. From the doubling of the degrees of freedom system-thermal bath of any open physical system,
2. To the doubled doubling of the inner representation of the outer world in brains as open systems
(animal knowledge),
3. To the doubling of the doubled doubling of human abstract thought via the interpersonal dialogue
“mirrored in our brains” (=inner dialogue of the self-conscious human intentionality  abstract thought
of human intelligence as distinct from the concrete thinking of the animal intelligence).
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